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Learning to Silence the Mind 2012-08-21 one of the twentieth century s greatest spiritual teachers
will show you how to quiet your constant worrying thoughts in learning to silence the mind wellness
through meditation the mind says osho has the potential to be enormously creative in dealing with
the challenges of everyday life and the problems of the world in which we live the difficulty however is
that instead of using the mind as a helpful servant we have largely allowed it to become the master of
our lives its ambitions belief systems and interpretations rule our days and our nights bringing us into
conflict with minds that are different from ours keeping us awake at night rehashing those conflicts or
planning the conflicts of tomorrow and disturbing our sleep and our dreams if only there was a way to
switch it off and give it a rest finding the switch that can silence the mind not by force or performing
some exotic ritual but through understanding watchfulness and a healthy sense of humor is
meditation a sharper more relaxed and creative mind one that can function at the peak of its unique
intelligence is the potential the book includes a link to tutorials on osho nadabrahma meditation osho
challenges readers to examine and break free of the conditioned belief systems and prejudices that
limit their capacity to enjoy life in all its richness he has been described by the sunday times of london
as one of the 1000 makers of the 20th century and by sunday mid day india as one of the ten people
along with gandhi nehru and buddha who have changed the destiny of india since his death in 1990
the influence of his teachings continues to expand reaching seekers of all ages in virtually every
country of the world
The Silence of the Mind 2011-09-29 a practical book on meditation and enlightenment a must read
for any spiritual seeker a more poetic eckhart tolle kahlil gibran meets krishnamurti ilie cioara s
message is original and unique as he never travelled to india and never belonged to any traditional
school by practicing the silence of the mind through an all encompassing attention we discover and



fulfill our innermost potential of becoming one with the divine spark that lies dormant within us
Silence Your Mind 2013-01-08 can t sleep because your thoughts won t switch off ever walked into
a room to get something only to realise you ve forgotten what you were looking for does a constant
stream of unnecessary chatter run through your head do you wish you could stop that mental noise
whenever you wanted to australian bestseller silence your mind offers a completely new approach to
meditation the experience of mental silence that will help recharge your mental batteries and leave
you feeling more positive dynamic and wholly engaged with the world it clearly explains how just 10
to 15 minutes of simple meditation practice each day can turn off that unnecessary mental chatter
thereby awakening your hidden abilities in work sport studies and creative pursuits scientifically
based this is fundamentally different from any meditation book you may have read before australian
dr ramesh manocha is leading the world in research into the positive impacts of the mental silence
experience his findings show that authentic meditation is easy enjoyable health giving and life
changing silence your mind has sold over 10 000 copies in australia royalties from its sale are
directed to further research and educational activities in the field of meditation
Silence the Voices: Discovering the Biology of Mind Chatter 2017-12-07 do you hear voices suffer from
distracting racing or intrusive thoughts yearn to quiet your mind written like a detective mystery 22
years of research led to the discovery that a widespread subcellular fungal infection causes mind
chatter well tested simple and fast non drug psychological and psycho immunology treatments are
covered
Silence the Mind Awaken Your Heart 2014-07-28 how to uncover tranquility peace and
loverecognize when you are in the moment or in the mindrelease life s emotional ups and downssee
how truth is confused between mind and spirit



Breaking the Silence 2021-10-09 breaking the silence is a profound depth charge into how the
mind can break and how it can ultimately heal it is an unabashedly raw memoir of intense
introspection which details an intimate personal journey of abject suffering hearing voices day in and
day out for years on end these often horrific experiences are also adorned with the mind numbing
frustration of experiencing myriad rarely discussed and even less understood synchronous
phenomena all around the author and all at the same time this deeply moving life story account is
intricately interwoven with undeniably genuine pontifications on life s most important lessons
applicable to everyone psychiatric diagnosis or not catharsis redemption and recovery emerge as the
book s central themes as the story unfolds and these revelations help to remind us that we are not
alone in our shared experiences here on this earth
In the Silence of My Mind 2016-02-09 through our daily living we rush through this universal gift
called life worrying about stuffs that are continuously destroying our soul mind and eventually body
then the goal is the grave words within my poems are a true reflection of my inner soul as i see feel
and experienced and continue to experience this world i live my wish that you will gifts of meditations
to your soul
The Power of Silence 2009-01-01 for thousands of years monks and monastics in contemplative
orders have surrendered to the power of silence to pursue personal and spiritual growth in the power
of silence renowned new thought leader horatio dresser lays out some of these ancient techniques in
a simplified manner that makes them easier for modern day readers to follow and understand if you
have long been interested in meditation but never thought you had the patience or presence of mind
to succeed in your practice this book is for you
How to Quiet Your Mind 2012-11-18 bestseller hundreds of copies sold each month is an inner



dialog always going on inside you preventing you from getting things done making clear decisions
and concentrating on tasks that need to be done are you a student how often do you sit down to
complete some important assignment only to suddenly find something else of far lesser importance to
attend to how many times have you in your adult life been faced with some task or resolved to learn
some new creative skill only to set it aside for some menial activity with no deadline or value at the
end of the day have you ever asked yourself why did i do that why did i waste so much time are you
looking to stop this are you looking for simple ways to quiet your inner voice that you can implement
right now if you are this book is for you in how to quiet the mind relax and silence the voice of your
mind today you will learn about techniques to quiet this inner voice relax focus on the here and now
and get your mind to cooperate with what you want this book is intended to introduce many of the
benefits you will receive by quieting the mind you ll learn very very easy techniques that you can use
starting today to quiet your inner dialogue and allow you to relieve stress and increase focus what not
to do when beginning to quiet the mind beginner s meditative practices which focus on proper
breathing do you know most of us have developed some of the worst breathing habits we possibly
can increase focus and more additional techniques that can improve your intellectual and creative
capacities meditative positions both familiar and more advanced ones designed and developed for
the purposes of increased awareness and breathing exercises that will help you in every aspect of
your outward life that will allow your mind to cooperate more with your intentions and get you to
focus within all of these are broken down into bite sized easy to understand areas for you to read
whenever you have a few spare minutes or just need a simple refresher you ll marvel at the simple
yet powerful techniques contained within that can dramatically change you this is everything you
need to get started today you deserve the absolute best for your life and it can all start with how to



quiet the mind relax and silence the voice of your mind today
Courage 勇気 2014-10-30 人生とは不安定で不確実なものだと受け入れ 快くとどまることが勇気なのだ セレブに支持される世界的スピリチュアル ティーチャーの教えを
山川夫妻の名訳で学ぶ 真の勇気を得て幸せをつかむための指南書
The Silence: What It Is and How To Use It 2022-09-16 digicat publishing presents to you this
special edition of the silence what it is and how to use it by david v bush digicat publishing considers
every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature
Mental Silence 2015-02-20 if you have picked up this book it probably means that the search for
pioneering solutions to further improve your quality of life is a matter that excites your curiosity not
all of us can be discoverers of the universe but we can go a long way just by exploring our own selves
our mind is the richest most valuable and most efficient resource that is permanently available to
each of us dr martin is proposing a conscious and serene method to shape up our mental spiritual and
physical capacities the method is simple fast and effective let yourself go and you may land way
beyond your usual certainties back cover
Creative Power of Silence 2018-12-01 silence the great unseen power the miracle of life works
upon our character with strange contrast prior to spiritual studies the idea of complete silence is
strongly advocated by many in practicing the silence it is found to unfold our higher nature the
silence allows concentration with the intrusion of noise the mind cannot be receptive contrary to
some belief the silence is not to free the mind to allow emptiness it means co ordination of body and
mind it reduces friction and becomes a definite factor for our concentrated thought the silence is



essential for all forms of study a silent being is a very restful being all wise people realize the deeper
part of our nature can only be expressed effectively when our outer being is still
Silence Speaks 2020-12-31 silence speaks is a collection of writings of baba hari dass 1971 1977
consisting of answers to questions from group gatherings personal interviews and personal letters to
students
How to Enter the Silence 2003-02 1920 making clear that experience which clarifies perception
intensifies effort and establishes prosperity in order to enter the silence it is necessary to anchor
human intelligence to a higher degree of consciousness this silence is not an inert passive state nor
psychism nor trance it is a lucid work of the highest spiritual activity the experience clarifies
perception intensifies effort creates efficiency and establishes prosperity the guarantee of arrival is
practice contents how to enter the silence the inward way silence center transcendence realization
prayer meditation healing vibration illumination the be attitudes hidden manna
The Silent Miracle 1999 rathbun brings the simple beauties of eastern thought to a western audience
and introduces the quiescence meditation practice a simple 20 minute practice designed especially
for a hectic world
デルトラ・クエスト2 2003-08 3人の新たな冒険がふたたびはじまる
Neurophysiology of Silence Part A: Empirical Studies 2023-06-08 neurophysiology of silence
volume 277 in the progress in brain research series highlights new advances in the field including
chapters on mindfulness mind wandering and creativity the cloud of unknowing cognitive
dedifferentiation in whole body perceptual deprivation embodying abstract concepts the connection
between meditation empathy and introception measures of music like experience emergent in a sonic
ganzfeld an example of perceptual structuring on the edge of silence doing out of silence the effects



of visual art on verbal creativity cessation experiences during meditation the psychophysiology of
covert behavior during goal directed behavior and much more provides the authority and expertise of
leading contributors from an international board of authors presents the latest release in progress in
brain research serials updated release includes the latest information on the neurophysiology of
silence
Silence in the Land of Logos 2010-05-17 in ancient greece the spoken word connoted power whether
in the free speech accorded to citizens or in the voice of the poet whose song was thought to know no
earthly bounds but how did silence fit into the mental framework of a society that valued speech so
highly here silvia montiglio provides the first comprehensive investigation into silence as a distinctive
and meaningful phenomenon in archaic and classical greece arguing that the notion of silence is not a
universal given but is rather situated in a complex network of associations and values montiglio seeks
to establish general principles for understanding silence through analyses of cultural practices
including religion literature and law unlike the silence of a christian before an ineffable god which
signifies the uselessness of words silence in greek religion paradoxically expresses the power of logos
for example during prayer and sacrifice it serves as a shield against words that could offend the gods
montiglio goes on to explore silence in the world of the epic hero where words are equated with
action and their absence signals paralysis or tension in power relationships her other examples
include oratory a practice in which citizens must balance their words with silence in very complex
ways in order to show that they do not abuse their right to speak inquiries into lyric poetry drama
medical writings and historiography round out this unprecedented study revealing silence as a force
in its own right
The Silence 2015-11-10 wrong thinking produces inharmony in our body which in turn produces



sickness our bodies sometimes are instantly re harmonized while in the silence in the silence our
minds become passive open free and loving at which time the infinite master of harmony touches the
mental chords of our being and we are well just as the piano can be tuned so can the mind man s
body is made up of twelve octaves the same as in music all matter is music all matter is composed of
twelve octaves wrong thinking brings inharmony in some of the octaves of our body right thinking
tunes these organs puts them back into their normal condition boys have their little steel magnets by
which they pick up small pieces of steel pins and so forth when overworked these magnets no longer
attract then the boys take their magnets have them rubbed against strong magnets or remagnetized
with an electric current and their power is quickly restored so with our bodies mind is the re electrifier
and re harmonizer of the octaves into all harmony right thinking therefore is the most important thing
in life as a man thinketh in his heart so is he just as a tuning fork near a piano will respond with a
vibration when a key of the same pitch is struck on the piano nearby so likewise do the bodies of men
respond to proper stimulus and become in tune by right thinking man can re harmonize himself can
achieve health success and prosperity
セレブレーティング・サイレンス 2003-05 1995年以来 毎週シュリ シュリ ラビ シャンカールは 今週の智恵 と題する短い講話をし その内容はメール ファックス および郵便
で世界中に届けられている 数年前にそれらの講話がまとめられたが 本書は5年間にわたる数多くの 今週の智恵 の中から抜粋し 編集したものである 本書における旅はニューデリーで始ま
り 世界各地における講話を経て最後にインドのリシケシで終わっている
Listening Below the Noise 2009-01-29 listening below the noise offers readers the possibility of
finding grace and peace in the natural world and in ourselves elegant and honest one of those rare
books that finds its way into our hearts and stays there ann hood author of the knitting circle a
meditation on silence the art of being present and simple spirituality from critically acclaimed novelist
anne d leclaire entering normal the lavender hour listening below the noise offers a practical path to



achieving calm peaceful solitude in hectic lives practitioners of yoga and meditation of various
traditions have long known the curative powers of stillness in listening below the noise leclaire offers
her own unique compelling version of this ancient wisdom tradition
Unlearning Silence 2024-03-19 national bestseller unlearning silence is the book i wish i had when i
started my career this book is going to change the workplace for the better pooja lakshmin md
psychiatrist best selling author of real self care a necessary read unlearning silence offers an
opportunity and tools to change things within and around us for ourselves and those we love lori
gottlieb new york times bestselling author of maybe you should talk to someone a paradigm shifting
book looking at the pervasive influence of silence and how we can begin to dismantle it in order to
find our voices at home and at work having a seat at the table doesn t mean that your voice is
actually welcome knowing something is wrong doesn t mean it s easy to speak up in fact there are
incentives for many of us to stay silent why speak up if you know that it won t be received well and in
fact often makes things worse in unlearning silence hering explores how we ve learned to be silent
how we ve benefited from silence how we ve silenced other people and how we might choose another
way she teaches how to recognize and unlearn unconscious patterns so we can make more
intentional choices about how we want to show up at home and at work only by unlearning silence
can we more fully unleash talent speak our minds and be more complete versions of ourselves and
help other people do the same with compassion clarity and understanding hering guides readers
through real life examples and offers a concrete road map for doing this vital and challenging work
Silent Awareness 2021-12-02 silent awareness invites us on a sacred journey into ourselves and our
intimate relationship with all of creation drawing from the wisdom of sages and mystics from around
the world and the author s work as a retreat facilitator the book offers a framework for unveiling the



timeless awareness in which we are whole and complete key components in this unveiling include our
relaxed attention and a willingness to let go of old patterns that trap us in the past the book suggests
specific ways of listening and seeing with a quiet mind a mind that is not dominated by thought what
needs to be abandoned is what we think we know when that happens everything changes effortlessly
in the silent awareness of our true nature the book also includes meditative awareness practices that
help us wake up to the present moment this is not an academic pursuit it is a direct experience that
opens the mind and heart to the unconditioned love that is the ground of our being
Silent Mind Holy Mind 2024-01-24 the celebration of christmas focuses on our longing for peace and
deepest expression of love its essential spirit therefore appeals not only to christians but to all people
until recently the buddhism of tibet has been largely shrouded in mystery but as its teachers or lamas
have more and more contact with the west they confirm the fundamental unity of the human family in
this book lama yeshe a highly respected tibetan lama trained in the lineages of compassion and
wisdom shows how the modern spirit can be revitalized taking as his major focus the ways in which
we customarily celebrate christmas lama yeshe exposes the foibles of our secular age and shows how
we can surmount them with the warmth and humor that have endeared him to so many he takes a
clear look at the ways we think the relevance of these insights is refreshing first published in 1978 by
wisdom publications the book has been out of print for many years with the kind permission of
wisdom s director daniel aitken lywa has created the second edition which includes the original
collection of talks given by lama yeshe at kopan monastery on christmas eve as well as another
christmas talk and a cistercian priest s tribute to lama after he passed away in 1984
The Power of Silence 2024-05-31 discover the strength of silence and its transforming power
embark on the fascinating world of silence through this clear direct and simple book re encounter



emotional mental and spiritual silence and explore every corner of silence tune in to your thoughts
and emotions and experience the calm that only silence can offer in this book you will find a practical
roadmap to reencounter silence in your daily life eliminate noise from your life and relieve anxiety
and stress find fulfillment and peace of mind learn all the benefits of silence learn about the activities
and habits to implement silence in your life an essential book for all those who seek fulfillment and
inner peace read this book now and transform your life
The Power Of Silence 2018-07-19 embark on a journey of inner exploration and spiritual awakening
with horatio dresser s profound masterpiece the power of silence delve into the depths of silence and
discover its transformative power to awaken consciousness and foster inner peace as dresser s
insightful wisdom unfolds explore the profound impact of silence on the human soul and psyche learn
how to embrace silence as a pathway to spiritual growth self discovery and profound inner
transformation but here s the thought provoking question what if true wisdom and insight emerge not
from noise and distraction but from the stillness and silence within could dresser s teachings be the
key to unlocking the profound wisdom and peace that reside within each of us immerse yourself in
the transformative exploration of the power of silence where each page invites you to delve deeper
into the mysteries of inner quietude let dresser s timeless wisdom guide you on a journey toward
greater self awareness clarity and spiritual enlightenment are you ready to embrace the power of
silence and awaken to the depths of your inner being explore the transformative potential of silence
as you delve into dresser s timeless teachings discover how to quiet the mind open the heart and
connect with the profound wisdom and peace that reside within now is the time to embark on a
journey of inner exploration and spiritual awakening seize the opportunity to embrace the power of
silence in your life purchase the power of silence now and discover the transformative potential of



stillness and inner peace
Illuminating Silence 2019-01-15 having originated in china in the 6th century chan buddhism is now
growing rapidly in popularity much of which can be attributed to its open accepting attitude and its
focus on a choice of meditative practices to best suit each individual with the bulk of the text made
up of edited transcripts of the teachings at two major retreats led in wales in 1989 and 1995 by the
then head of the movement master sheng yen this jewel of a book offers a rare glimpse inside both
the ancient teachings and the contemporary practice of chan words like enlightenment rarely pass
the lips of master sheng yen instead he makes it clear that his retreats are for the development of
practice to realize one is not in control of one s own mind to discover how to train one s mind in
awareness to calm the mind and to replace ignorance with insight commentary by sheng yen s much
respected western disciple john crook gives full context to the teachings and provides a fascinating
account of the practical aspects of a retreat of this nature including the meditative practices of
watching the breath counting the breath and of silent illumination that lies at the heart of chinese zen
in so doing the atmosphere of such a retreat is powerfully evoked especially when crook recounts the
experiences and impacts of his own years of practice
Silence 2007-06-29 from the author of the dazzling epic brilliant a compelling history of silence as a
powerful shaper of the human mind in prisons in places of contemplation and in our own lives through
her evocative intertwined histories of the penitentiary and the monastery jane brox illuminates the
many ways silence is far more complex than any absolute how it has influenced ideas of the self soul
and society brox traces its place as a transformative power in the monastic world from medieval
europe to the very public life of twentieth century monk thomas merton whose love for silence
deepened even as he faced his obligation to speak out against war this fascinating history of ideas



also explores the influence the monastic cell had on one of society s darkest experiments in silence
eastern state penitentiary conceived of by one of the founding fathers and built on the outskirts of
philadelphia the penitentiary s early promulgators imagined redemption in imposed isolation but they
badly misapprehended silence s dangers finally brox s rich exploration of silence s complex and
competing meanings leads us to imagine how we might navigate our own relationship with silence
today for the transformation it has always promised in our own lives time
既知からの自由 2016-11-16 私たちの生はどうしてこうも空虚 断片的で 混乱したものになってしまったのか たんなる言葉でも観念でもない 全的な自由と生の変容は果たして可能
なのだろうか 本書でクリシュナムルティは私たちの苦悩 悲しみ 痛み 恐怖のまさにその根源にメスを入れ セルフ 思考の罠と自己欺瞞を暴き出す 一切の権威 判断 逃避を排してじかにそれ
を見 見ることによって条件づけが脱落するとき 何が起こるのか 彼は読者をその探求への旅へと誘う m ルティエンスが彼の教えへの最適のガイドとすべく 最大限の情熱を込めて円熟期の
講話記録から編集したエッセンス集
Dialogues 2021-11-26 r melvin keiser delves into the depths of quaker spirituality and their
philosophy showing us that we require silence to unlock our relationship with god seeds of silence
essays in quaker spirituality and philosophical theology questions the modern world s addiction to
distractions and instant gratification and leads us toward a semi forgotten christian tradition of
contemplative thinking
Seeds of Silence 2011 living out of silence out of a fully functioning lovingly attentive mind is
requisite for depth or profundity in living or relating a fully attentive truly silent or meditative mind
sees that there is real dualism of time and the timeless an examination of a wide variety of writers
shows that these understandings are seldom there in contemporary writings just as they were not
there in writings that have come down to us from the past
Living Beyond the One and the Many 2013-06-28 this collection of poems by wales most famous
poet priest r s thomas is interspersed with short reflections and questions for exploration that connect



the timeless poetry to the landscape that inspired it originally produced locally for visitors to the north
wales village and church where r s thomas was the parish priest its appeal extends to all who know
and love the raw honesty and sparse striking style of the poetry and whose own faith and questions
are mirrored in it aberdaron still welcomes streams of visitors r s thomas aficionados and pilgrims en
route to the nearby holy island of bardsey this book brings the poetry alive in a fresh way and
provides a pilgrim guide to the locality along with reflections that enable armchair readers
everywhere to enter more deeply into the world of the poems all royalties will continue to go to
maintaining the church at aberdaron
Etched by Silence 2012-05 everything in existence functions because of laws of nature knowledge of
those laws is what allows us to accomplish anything in life our spiritual and religious life is no different
spiritual awakening is also managed by laws in nature on every level of existence there are basic
facts that manage creation development decay and death our consciousness or soul is no exception
to these facts and by knowing about them we can achieve our complete development as a human
being samael aun weor explains the fundamental laws and energies that we need to consciously
harness in order to reach our full potential these are the same energies that fuel the creation of any
organism from the smallest atom to the most expansive universe the human being is called to be a
radiant king or queen of nature but to arrive at that level one must know how
Light from Darkness 1997 the contributions in this volume focus on the ways in which silence and
music relate contemplate each other and provide new avenues for addressing and gaining
understanding of various realms of human endeavour the book maps out this little explored aspect of
the sonic arena with the intention of defining the breadth of scope and to introduce interdisciplinary
paths of exploration as a way forward for future discourse topics addressed include the idea of silent



music in the work of english philosopher peter sterry and spanish jesuit st john of the cross the
apparently paradoxical contemplation of silence through the medium of music by messiaen and the
relationship between silence and faith the aesthetics of susan sontag applied to cage s idea of silence
silence as a different means of understanding musical texture ways of thinking about silences in
music produced during therapy sessions as a form of communication music and silence in film
including the idea that music can function as silence and the function of silence in early chant
perhaps the most all pervasive theme of the book is that of silence and nothingness music and
spirituality a theme that has appeared in writings on john cage but not in a broader sense in scholarly
writing the book reveals that unexpected concepts and ways of thinking emerge from looking at
sound in relation to its antithesis encompassing not just western art traditions but the relationship
between music silence the human psyche and sociological trends ultimately providing deeper
understanding of the elemental places both music and silence hold within world philosophies and
fundamental states of being silence music silent music will appeal to those working in the fields of
musicology psychology of religion gender studies aesthetics and philosophy
Silence 2017-07-05 seeing and experiencing the world as it is is freedom and peace in itself but the
spiritual seeker who seeks the answer to life s biggest mystery who is the experiencer of the i must
aspire through self contemplation to find an articulate all embracing answer to the true meaning and
significance of the concepts of freedom and peace what is their true power can freedom and peace be
internalized through the intellect or is true genuine freedom and peace an experience and a state in
itself a state where true and false do not configure a state where opposites cannot force their entry
an unshakable point in the emptiness in the empty space in the empty inner and outer space united
and undivided where silence and awareness merge in an by embracing silence in an atmosphere of



absolute presence where the limitations of language fade away and the all pervading power of silence
fills the space surrounding the human body communication will occur without effort this eternal ever
present silence is the universal language for all beings that enter this universe observing each other
in silence is to transcend the world of conclusions where outwardly two different entities with their
own perceptions of the world limited by nationality culture and religion merge into one entity that
communicates through the timeless language of silence the most profound discovery we can make on
this stage of life is that there is no i that our existence is merely a mental projection playing out in the
mind through the stormy sea of learned concepts and ideas
"Silence, Music, Silent Music " 2024-04-25 approach to the silencewrong thinking produces inharmony
in our body which in turn produces sickness our bodies sometimes are instantly re harmonized while
in the silence in the silence our minds become passive open free and loving at which time the infinite
master of harmony touches the mental chords of our being and we are well just as the piano can be
tuned so can the mind man s body is made up of twelve octaves the same as in music all matter is
music all matter is composed of twelve octaves wrong thinking brings inharmony in some of the
octaves of our body right thinking tunes these organs puts them back into their normal condition boys
have their little steel magnets by which they pick up small pieces of steel pins and so forth when
overworked these magnets no longer attract then the boys take their magnets have them rubbed
against strong magnets or remagnetized with an electric current and their power is quickly restored
so with our bodies mind is the re electrifier and re harmonizer of the octaves into all harmony right
thinking therefore is the most important thing in life as a man thinketh in his heart so is he just as a
tuning fork near a piano will respond with a vibration when a key of the same pitch is struck on the
piano nearby so likewise do the bodies of men respond to proper stimulus and become in tune by



right thinking man can re harmonize himself can achieve health success and prosperity to enter the
silence one must first establish perfect relaxation in mind and body then as the consciousness is
brought from one part of the body to another the tuning takes place if the leader in the silence should
be intoning there will be many in the audience who will feel tinkling sensations vibrations and often
are instantly healed they have been instantly re harmonized sometimes it may take several intonings
in the silence for a complete healing should you have a violent vibration feel no fear but thank god for
your healing because the more violent the vibration perhaps the worse has been your condition and
the more surely has the re harmony begun some people will feel this vibration for hours even days
throughout which there is always healing others may not feel the vibration at all yet if there has been
any inharmony in the bodily organs these organs are unconscious to the conscious intoning re
harmonization many people who have been healed of divers and many malignant diseases were at no
time conscious of any vibration never be discouraged if you feel no sensation if you do feel a vibration
know that you are susceptible and on the high road to a healing demonstration the one intoning may
or may not be feeling vibrations religion is the life of god in the soul of man the silence is the medium
by which the life of god and the soul of man are brought into atonement the silence is a medium by
which man comes in a closer touch with the infinite a medium by which man becomes conscious of
his nearness to the infinite the silence is the meeting place where man s spirit links with god s spirit
where spirit meets spirit and the marvel of his grace never ceases the silence is another way of
praying which is another way of concentration it is another way of visualization as a man thinketh in
his heart so is he in the silence a man can by his thoughts change his life his conditions his
environment his all by right thinking man becomes harmonious a harmonious man in tune with the
infinite is on the king s highway to health success abundance prosperity happiness love and peace



The Song of Silence 2014-04-17
The Silence 1898
The Power of Silence
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